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Improving Subjective Scaling of Pain Using Rasch Analysis

Konrad Pesudovs* and Bruce A. Noble†

Abstract: Pain management outcomes assessment depends on valid measurement of pain. How-
ever, the validity of single-item scales, such as numeric or faces scales, with the assignment of ordinal
numerical values to response scale categories, is questionable. The universal assumption that equal
distances between response choices represent equal distances on the dimension being measured is
essentially erroneous. Herein we demonstrate that Rasch analysis can be used to expose and repair
scale inequity and reengineer scale structure. Thirty-one subjects with severe ocular surface disease
repeatedly completed a 7-category faces pain scale. Rasch analysis demonstrated that response
category 5 was underutilized, leading to disordering of the response scale. Collapsing category 5 into
either category 4 or 6 produced an ordered 6-category faces scale that could be recalibrated with
average Rasch person measures to create linear measurement on a continuous latent variable. The
value of further alterations to the scale was explored, and the implication for scale redesign dis-
cussed. Rasch analysis could be applied to any subjective pain measure post-hoc to create linear
measurement or applied during instrument development to optimize design.
Perspective: Single-item scales like the faces scale or a 1-10 numerical rating scale are commonly
used for the subjective assessment of pain. However, scores applied to response categories are arbi-
trary, so do not represent equidistant steps in the underlying latent variable (pain). Scale inequities are
easily demonstrable and repairable with Rasch analysis.

© 2005 by the American Pain Society
Key words: Calibration, data interpretation (statistical), outcome assessment (health care), pain, pain

measurement, Rasch analysis.
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utcomes research into the management of pain
encounters the difficulty of how to measure pain
and therefore the effectiveness of treatments.

he difficulties of patient-centered measurement are
ot unique to pain measurement, but the lack of valid
bjective measures makes subjective scoring crucial. A
ommon approach is the inclusion of a single-item, cate-
orical rating scale such as 0-10 numeric rating scales,18

-point verbal rating scales,25 or faces scales.7 The issue
ddressed herein is the validity of assigning numerical
alues to response categories. These scales assume equal
istances between response choices represent equal dis-
ances in the dimension being measured. This assump-
ion, although universally made, is almost certainly erro-
eous in many cases.16,21 Rasch analysis provides a
ethod for testing scale assumptions and modifying

cale structure to become a truly linear scale. Rasch anal-
sis has been applied to subjective measurement across
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edicine, including health-related quality of life22 and
ain.2,23,26 However, most studies of pain management
utcome that incorporate a patient-centred measure fail
o choose a Rasch scaled measure. The aim of this study is
o illustrate the use of Rasch analysis to convert ordinal
ata, from a single-item scale, into measures on a linear

atent variable, so this procedure could be applied to
imilar scales used in pain measurement. Additionally, the
ole of Rasch analysis in rating scale engineering is ex-
lored, to illustrate the process as others could apply it.

aterials and Methods
Thirty-one adult subjects with severe ocular surface dis-

ase, recalcitrant to conventional treatment, enrolled in
randomized controlled trial of the benefit of autolo-

ous serum eyedrops for ocular surface disease.19 Ocular
urface disease is defined as a chronic state including
estruction of the ocular surface resulting in scarring,
eratinization, loss of goblet cells, conjunctivalization of
he cornea, and so on, essentially including a loss of tear
lm function that may arise from a number of disease
rocesses such as Sjögren syndrome, cicatricial pemphi-
oid, Stevens-Johnson syndrome, and graft versus host
isease. This is a group suitable for the study of pain in its
hronic concept, because constant pain and discomfort
re a hallmark of the condition. Informed consent was
btained from all subjects during interview. The study

omplied with the principals of the World Medical Asso-

ptember), 2005: pp 630-636
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631ORIGINAL REPORT/Pesudovs and Noble
iation Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the
eeds Regional Ethical Committee.
The subjects self-assessed pain daily during the course
f the trial. Testing was done unsupervised, in the home
nvironment with results recorded in the study logbook.
he data extracted for this analysis were taken from 14
onsecutive days during which the subjects’ treatment
nd disease process were established to be stable on all
tudy measures. This dataset produced 434 scores for
nalysis. Subjective assessment of pain utilized a faces
cale. At least 14 versions of faces scales have been de-
cribed for the assessment of pain.1,5 These are chiefly
sed in children,9,10 but are also applied to adults.6-8,11 It

s beyond the scope of this study to examine the proper-
ies of so many different scales,5 because the purpose
as simply to illustrate the applications of Rasch analysis

o pain measurement. Therefore, a simple 7-category
aces scale (Fig 1), also used for disciplines beyond pain
esearch,17 and similar in face design to that previously
sed in pain research,4 has been used in this study. The
ritten instructions were: “The first face shows some-
ody who has no pain or discomfort, the next face is
omebody with a little bit of pain or discomfort. Each
ace along shows a little more pain or discomfort up to
he last face which shows the worst possible pain. Which
ace comes closest to expressing the pain or discomfort
f your eyes today?”
In this study, Rasch analysis was performed using Facets

ersion 3.43 (http://www.winsteps.com/minifac.htm),14

hich calculates Wright and Masters’ version of Rasch
odel estimates using joint maximum likelihood estima-

ion.15,28 The Rasch model does not assume values for
esponse categories (eg, 1, 2, 3) but does assume that all
ategories are on the same underlying latent variable. We
sed a fixed-effects, 2-facet Rasch analysis approach:12 at
ach of 14 time-points, 31 subjects rated their pain (14
bservations of the same fixed effect for each subject).
ecause the scale is intended to have a uniform rating
cale, only 1 rating scale structure is modeled. The Rasch
odel gives the probability of selecting a particular re-

ponse category in terms of the interaction between “re-

igure 1. The faces scale used in this study. Please note that this
s not offered as a model for clinical or research pain measure-

ent, it was used here for research purposes. Better pain scales
xist and should be chosen depending on the intended applica-
ion.

able 1. The Percentage Utilization and the Av
he Faces Scale

CATEGORY 1 2

Utilization 16 18

verage Rasch Person Measure 1.02 2.40
ponse severity” and subject measure (in this case, pain)
hrough an iterative logistic process.28 The resulting re-
ponse scale calibrations and person measures are ex-
ressed in log-odd units (natural logarithm of an odds
atio), or logits, positioned along a hierarchical scale
ith logits of greater magnitude representing increasing
ain.29 By definition, this scale is linear. The output can
e used to score patient’s responses by a direct or an

ndirect approach.
First, the software produces patient measures that can
e directly used as the outcome measure. Alternatively,
he software produces average person measures for the
ategories of the instrument used. These average person
easures can be used to calculate patients’ responses for

he current or subsequent datasets. Both approaches cre-
te a linear measure, but only the direct approach is truly
ontinuous and allows for between-person variation.
owever, in many settings, investigators may prefer the
onvenience of preestablished average person measures
o acquiring new software and learning the analysis
echnique. Therefore we chose to illustrate this latter
pproach.
In utilizing Rasch analysis, we implicitly assume as a
oal reengineering the assessment so that its measure-
ent quality is optimized.13 If response scale categories
ere not appropriately utilized across the whole scale

eg, low frequency, overlap with adjacent categories),
he effect of merging categories was investigated.13 This
rocess could be continued until the measurement prop-
rties of the instrument were satisfactory.

esults
Rasch analysis yields valid model statistics (separation,

.49; reliability, 0.98, root mean square measurement
rror, 0.25) and person fit statistics (mean square � SD
nfit, 1.00 � 1.00; outfit, 1.00 � 1.00), although the high
tandard deviations were due to 5 of the 31 subjects
oorly fitting the model (fit statistic �2.0). The person
easures generated could be used directly as the Rasch

caled pain measure. The average person measures for
ach category, as calculated by Rasch analysis, are shown
n Table 1. The intervals are roughly 1 unit apart except
hat 4 and 5 are not effectively different (3.98 vs. 4.11),
nd 2 and 3 are only 0.64 apart. Ordinarily, these values
ould be assigned to the faces, to create an instrument
ith linear measurement properties. This would elimi-
ate the overestimation of the differences in response
or the central categories that occurs with traditional 1-7
coring. However, in this case, the underutilization of

e Rasch Person Measure for the Intervals on

3 4 5 6 7

19 21 8 11 6
erag
3.04 3.98 4.11 5.40 6.82

http://www.winsteps.com/minifac.htm
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632 Subjective Scaling of Pain Using Rasch Analysis
ace 5 (Fig 2) is causing disordering of the response scale.
herefore, we need to reengineer the scale.
The probability that subjects with a given level of pain
ill select a response category is shown in Figure 2.
long the y-axis is probability and along the x-axis is the
asch pain scale, with 7 distribution curves, 1 for each
ategory, shown. Each probability curve illustrates the
ange of pain over which each category is likely to be
hosen, including the range over which it is the most
ikely category to be chosen (the range over which a
urve has the highest probability among all the curves).
n optimally functioning scale should have each cate-
ory most likely to be selected for an equal width of the
cale (x-axis). Figure 2 illustrates the inequality of the
aces scale categories with category 5 never being the
ost likely category selected. This suggests that category
could be combined with either of the adjacent catego-

ies. In this example, it is not entirely clear whether cat-
gory 5 should be collapsed into category 4 or category
, so both options were explored. Table 2 gives the per-
entage utilization and the average person measures for
ach category of the two 6-category alternatives and

igure 2. Rasch model category probability curves for the faces
cale representing the likelihood that a subject with a particular
ain severity will select a category. The x-axis represents pain.
or any given point along this scale, the category most likely to
e chosen by a subject is shown by the category curve with the
ighest probability. At no point is category 5 the most likely to
e selected.

able 2. The Percentage Utilization and the Av
he Faces Scale for the 2 Alternatives for Coll

CATEGORY 1 2

Utilization 16 18
verage Rasch Person Measure 0.57 1.98

CATEGORY 1 2

Utilization 16 18

verage Rasch Person Measure 0.98 2.37
heir category probability curves are shown in Figure 3.
n argument could be made in favor of either combina-

ion as each category has some utilization, each has a
ange for which it is the most likely to be chosen (albeit a
ide range for the combined categories), and the aver-
ge person measures are reasonably well spaced. Com-
ining categories 4 and 5 gives a more even spacing be-
ween average person measures, but combining
ategories 5 and 6 evens up the percentage utilization.
herefore, we could chose either version and stop at this
tage. However, this would give a lopsided faces scale
ith more categories below neutral than above.
One of the overarching concepts for category collapse
ust be that the resulting scale is “sensible.”27 There-

ore, it might be desirable to examine the possibility of
ollapsing categories 2 and 3 for symmetry. This could
lso be justified because categories 2 and 3 are relatively
lose together in terms of average patient measure and
ccupy a limited range of the scale for maximum proba-
ility of selection. Table 3 gives the percentage utiliza-
ion and the average person measures for each category
f the two 5-category alternatives and their category
robability curves are shown in Figure 4. Again, an argu-
ent could be made in favor of either version. Combin-

ng categories 2 and 3 and 4 and 5 evens up the category
robability curves (Fig 4A), although category 6 is less
epresented than categories 2 and 4. However, category
is not underutilized; it covers a reasonable length of

he scale. Instead, the underutilization of category 6 il-
ustrates that the population mean is in the lower half of
he scale, as seen in other studies,6 rather than at the
enter. This is also the case in the version with categories
and 3 and 5 and 6 combined. This version has the ad-

antage of showing excellent symmetry in maximum
robable category usage (Fig 4B), although category 4
as a minimal range over which it is the most likely cat-
gory to be chosen. This version is also more sensible in
erms of symmetry of a redrawn 5-category faces scale in
hich the mouth length of redrawn categories replacing
and 3 and 5 and 6 would match. Considering this issue,
ne could argue that if categories 4 and 5 were com-
ined, leaving 6 on its own, category 3 should be added
o 4 and 5, leaving 2 on its own. However, from the
ercentage utilization values in Table 2, we can calculate
hat 49% of the scores would be in the combined cate-
ories 3 to 5; and inspection of the curves in Figure 3A
uggests that the resultant category 2 would have a very

e Rasch Person Measure for the Intervals on
ng Category 5 into an Adjacent Category

3 4 � 5 6 7

19 30 11 6
2.79 4.22 5.98 7.50

3 4 5 � 6 7

19 21 20 6
erag
apsi
3.06 4.21 5.18 7.47
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633ORIGINAL REPORT/Pesudovs and Noble
imited range of maximum probable usage. Therefore
his version is not presented.

iscussion
Testing with Rasch analysis invalidates the assumption

hat assigning values 1 to 7 to the categories of the faces
cale will produce linear measurement. The apparent
quivalence of categories 4 and 5 is a significant prob-
em. However, this is caused by scale disordering due to
he underutilization of category 5. Ordinarily, recoding
he scale using the average person measures in Table 1
ould convert this uneven ordinal data into a linear
easure, thus facilitating simple statistical analyses.
owever, in this case, the scale needs to be reengineered

o overcome the disordering and underutilization of cat-
gory 5. The underutilization of category 5 commends its
ollapse into an adjacent category. Underutilized cate-
ories are a common problem in scales with many cate-
ories. Visual analog scales of pain (a 10-cm line) are
ffectively an 101 category scale if measured by the mil-
imeter; however, Rasch analysis has shown that these
hould be collapsed into 10 categories at most and even
hen underutilization suggested further combination of

igure 3. Rasch model category probability curves for the faces
B) combining categories 5 and 6.

able 3. The Percentage Utilization and the Av
educed 5-Interval Faces Scales Where Catego
ollapsed into Either Adjacent Category

CATEGORY 1

Utilization 16
verage Rasch Person Measure �0.61

CATEGORY 1

Utilization 16

verage Rasch Person Measure 0.02 2
ategories was possible.26 The benefit of a reduction in
he number of response scale categories is evident in the
mprovement from Figure 2 to Figure 3, with all catego-
ies being utilized and category widths becoming more
ven. However, in both versions the combined category
ccupies a large width of scale and creates an asymmetric
cale with more categories below neutral than above.
Although this may be technically acceptable, and even

ogical given that the population mean is in the lower
alf of the scale, as seen in other studies,6 an alternative
pproach would be to also collapse categories below
eutral for the sake of scale symmetry. Both versions of
he 5-category faces scale give fairly even category
idths, but in each case the category not combined has a

maller range of maximal probable usage than the com-
ined categories. Combining categories 2 and 3 and 5
nd 6 gives good symmetry of maximal probable usage
nd also of a theoretical redrawn faces scale based on
hese combinations. The downside to reducing the num-
er of categories from 6 to 5 is the loss of information
hat may occur. For this reason, further category collapse
ould not be contemplated. Importantly, all 4 reduced

ersions function better than the 7-category faces scale,

shortened to 6 categories by (A) combining categories 4 and 5;

e Rasch Person Measure for the Alternative
2 and 3 Are Collapsed and Category 5 Is

� 3 4 � 5 6 7

29 11 6
.76 3.98 5.83 7.35

� 3 4 5 � 6 7

21 20 6
erag
ries

2

37
1

2

37

.25 4.00 5.05 7.36
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634 Subjective Scaling of Pain Using Rasch Analysis
ut none of these versions represents a definitive solu-
ion. Any of these would be a reasonable choice for anal-
sis of these data.
Using this method of collapsing response scales, a

-category instrument could be implemented but ana-
yzed as a 6- or 5-category instrument.30 This has the
dvantage of preventing the need for validation of a
ew instrument. Simply recoding the scale using the per-
on measures in Table 2 or 3 converts this uneven ordinal
ata into a linear measure, thus facilitating simple statis-
ical analyses. The conversion scores shown in Tables 2
nd 3 should only be considered valid for this popula-
ion. Rasch item calibrations and person measures will
ary according to the disease and other characteristics of
he population tested. Therefore, Rasch analysis ideally
hould be applied separately to each dataset, thereby
roducing patient measures in each case without the
eed to produce coefficients to recode each category.
owever, a categorical scale could be revalidated on a

epresentative population and a new scoring system an-
hored to the categories. This would provide a conve-
ient way for investigators to have access to a linear
easure without the need to perform Rasch analysis

hemselves.
One could argue that these results are predictable

rom the appearance of the faces scale (Fig 1). Faces 3
nd 5 have a short smile or frown length that is very
imilar to that of face 4. This similarity in mouth appear-
nce leads to similar average person measures and un-
erutilization of categories 3 and 5. This problem may
ave been accentuated by our subjects having visual im-
airment. Therefore, a numerical or verbal rating scale
ay have been a better choice for this population. Per-
aps an improved faces scale could be drawn with 5 cat-
gories but the mouth lengths of the new categories 2

igure 4. (A) Rasch model category probability curves for the fa
nd 4 and 5. In this model, all categories have a range over whi
ven category width. (B) Rasch model category probability cu
ategories 2 and 3, and 5 and 6. This model gives excellent symm
sage.
nd 4 halfway between the mouth lengths of categories r
and 3 and 5 and 6 in the original version. The finding
hat none of our reengineered versions were ideal sug-
ests that redrawing the scale in this way would be ap-
ropriate. Certainly, our data suggest that combining
ategories 2 and 3, and 5 and 6, would be sensible.
unter et al, in an ordering experiment, also found cat-
gory overlap for faces near the middle of a 7-face scale
nd also suggested either reduction in the number of
aces or modification to them.10

A shorter scale would have the advantage of being
asier for young children to manage.24 However, this
edrawn 5-category faces scale would require validation.
he subtleties underpinning these results illustrate that
ur analysis of this faces scale is not generalizable to
ther faces scales. Potentially, existing 5-category faces
cales may be ideal. Other more sophisticated versions of
he faces scale, with modifications specific for pain
coring—such as no-smiling face anchor for use with
hildren because they may confuse affect and pain
ssessment4—and other important design subtleties5 are
vailable.8,9 The confusion of affect and pain should be
onsidered as a limitation of the choice of faces scale
sed in this study. Considerable effort has gone into im-
rovement and validation of faces scales for pain,3 in-
luding attempts to equalize separation between steps
y psychophysical methods.9 Rasch analysis should be ap-
lied to these iterations of facial pain scales to assess the
cale structure and to determine the success of interval
qualization. Arguments such as the need for scales to
onform to a readily conceptualized numeric range—eg,
to 109—should be reprioritized behind the pursuit of

ruly linear measurement.
Rescaling with Rasch analysis carries the important
ractical benefit of improving measurement precision.20

n the research setting, this may mean fewer subjects are

ale shortened to 5 categories by combining categories 2 and 3,
ey are most likely to be selected by a subject and show a fairly
for the faces scale shortened to 5 categories by combining

with the neutral face limited in its range of maximum probable
ces sc
ch th
rves
equired for outcomes studies. This can also be demon-
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635ORIGINAL REPORT/Pesudovs and Noble
trated using the data presented in this paper. These
ata were from a randomized controlled trial of autolo-
ous serum for ocular surface disease.19 If we consider
he group who were randomized to have conventional
reatment followed by serum treatment, their raw faces
cale scores were (mean � SD) for conventional treat-
ent 3.58 � 1.40 and for serum 2.36 � 1.24. After Rasch

nalysis the scores for conventional treatment were 3.60 �
.05 and for serum 2.09 � 1.19. From these data we can
alculate an effect size for the raw scale of 0.92, and for the
asch scale of 1.35. This difference represents a small but
ignificant improvement in the sensitivity to detect a differ-
nce between groups.
Unless the rating scales that form the basis of data

ollection function effectively, any conclusions based on
hose data will be insecure. In this age of evidence-based
edicine, patient-centered outcomes are as important

or outcomes assessment as objective measures even if
ur scientific training makes us feel more comfortable
ith a numerical objective outcome. Rasch analysis of

ubjective scoring of pain can give us more confidence in
atient-centered measurement by eliminating nonlin-

arities in a scale and by providing an insight into rating c
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cale function and thereby guidance for modifying its
tructure. The Rasch analysis has potential to improve
he scoring of subjective assessment of pain and should
e considered for all pain management outcomes re-
earch. Rasch analysis can be performed on any ordinal
ubjective rating data—such as faces scales, visual analog
cales (effectively 0-101 categories), verbal rating scales
r numerical rating scales—using the appropriate soft-
are. This will result in patient measures of pain that fall
n a continuous linear scale. If a scale is validated using
asch analysis and shown to perform well, then average
erson measures can be produced for each category to
ake the scale linear. These can then be used in subse-

uent studies to give truly linear measurement. The prac-
ical benefits of linear measurement are increased preci-
ion, which reduces the number of subjects needed for
utcome studies, and increased reliability on a case-by-
ase basis so investigators can feel more confident in
sing the scores as an outcome measure. While the faces
cale chosen for this investigation, the condition giving
ise to pain, and the reengineered faces scales may not
e applicable to any other study or population, the prin-

iples and the methodology applied herein certainly are.
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